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[57] ABSTRACT ' 

A three tiered automobile carrying container is pro 
vided comprising a softskeletonizedframe construc 
tion ?tted within and about a series of interconnected 
sheet assemblies forming continuous longitudinally ex 
tending torsion tubesextending from the end wall to 
the open end of the container. The soft frame permits 
vde?ection of the framef'unit to’thereby utilize the tor 

_ sion resisting characteristics of the interconnected 
wall sheet and deck sheet members. 

11 Claims, 13 Drawing Figures 
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AUTOMOBILE CONTAINER 

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION 

1. Field of the Invention ‘ 

This invention relates to containers capable of carry 
ing a plurality of automobiles and said container being 
transportable from an on deck position on a railway ?at 
car to an off deck unloaded position. ' 

2. Description of the Prior Art 
Large containers which are transported on the deck 

of a railway ?at car are subjected to swaying as well as 
vibrational forces during transit. Prior art containers 
have encountered structural frame failures caused by 
the motion of the container when loaded with automo 
biles, and, in some instances, failures have occurred on 
mpty containers during transit. Efforts to reinforce the 
corners located at the junction of the decks and at 
tached side wall units have generally resulted in the un 
desirable addition of weight to the container.' The addi 
tional weight is generally provided by increasing the 
cross section at the point of failure with the addition of 
reinforcing angles or gussets. The applicant’s invention 
provides a unique structural design which minimizes 
the container weight by utilizing the inherent torsional 
resistant capabilities of continuous tubes. 

SUMMARY 1 

This invention relates to an open ended container 
used in the transport of automobiles and having a roof 
and three associated walls connected thereto. Each 
container has an open end which may be positioned to 
abut the adjacent open end of another container to 
thereby provide a continuous enclosed structure sur 
rounding the transported automobiles. The enclosed 
structure thus provided is intended to protect the auto 
mobiles during transit from vandalism, thefts, as well as 
damage from the elements. The container includes a 
skeletonized frame unit comprising a plurality of verti 
cally extending wall posts. Attached to the wall posts is 
a triangular support structure including a wheel trough 
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portion extending the ‘lengtth of the container and ' 
adapted to receive and support the wheels of a trans 
ported vehicle. Shear stiffeners extend transversely 
across the frame unit to interconnect the triangular 
wheel support units associated with side posts. At 
tached to this soft skeletonized frame are wall sheets 
which extend along the outside of the container and are 
integrally attached to wheel trough sheet members 
which in turn are ?xedly attached to centrally disposed 
shear plate members which are locatedbeneath the au 
tomobiles. Thus the invention provides a plurality of 
rectangular hollow tubes having a closed end and sub 
ject to torsional de?ection during car movement result 
ing in the torsional load being transmitted through the 
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soft frame member and into the side wall and horizon- ' 
tally extending floor sheet members thus utilizing the 
?oor sheets in resisting torsional loading. The trans 
versely extending shear stiffener members divide the 
central ?oor sheet into a plurality of smaller sheet 
members thus increasing the torsional resisting features 
of the horizontally extending sheets. 

It is an object of the present invention to provide a 
' lightweight, high strength container for the transport of 
several automobiles and having a torsion tube con 
struction. ' 
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2 
Another object of the present invention is to provide 

a soft or deflectable skeletonized container’ framing 
structure which is ~permitted a limited degree of move 
ment during loading thereby utilizing the torsional re 
sistance capabilities of the interconnected wall sheets 
and ?oor sheet units. - ' 

It is yet another object of the present invention to 
provide a wheel trough support structure de?ning a 
cantilever type reinforcing triangle comprising a diago 
nally extending ?ange member extending from a wall 
post and extending inwardly and upwardly of the con 
tainer. ' ' . 

Another object of the present invention is to provide 
a container having floor sheet structure comprising 
trough sheets at the side margins of the container and 
being interconnected with a centrally disposed sheet 
member. - 

Yet another object of the present invention is to pro 
vide a plurality of longitudinally spaced and trans 
versely extending shear stiffeners attached to the cen 
trally disposed ?oor sheet of each level thereby divid 

- ing the ?oor sheet into a plurality of ‘smaller reinforced 
sheets increasing the torsional loading capabilities of 
the floor sheet unit. ‘ 

These and other objects of the invention will become 
apparent from referenceto the. following description,‘ 
attached drawings and‘appended claims. 

‘BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS. 
FIG. 1 is a pictorial illustration ‘of a railway freight 

car loaded with four of the containers of the present in 
vention; . 

FIG. 2 is a side elevational view of one of the contain 
ers illustrated in FIG. 1; , . 

. FIG. 3 is an end view of the open end of a container 
taken generally along lines 3—3 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 4 is a cross sectional view taken generally along 

lines 4-4 of FIG. 3; , ' 

FIG. 5 is a cross sectional view taken generally along 
lines 5—5 of FIG. 3; I 
FIG. 5a is a pictorial illustration of the wall to ?oor 

connection of the lower level of a container; 
FIG. 6 is a cross sectional view taken along lines 6-6 

of FIG. 2; v ' 

FIG. 7 is a cross sectional view of the splice plate 
taken generally along lines 7-7 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 8 is a cross sectional view showing the trans 

verse reinforcing bar and taken along lines 8-8 of FIG. 
2; 
FIG. 9 is a cross sectional view taken along lines 9-9 

of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 10 is a cross sectional view taken along lines 

10-10 of FIG. 2; 
FIG. 11 is a cross sectional view taken along lines 

ll—l1 of FIG. 2; and, 
FIG. 12 is an enlarged view of the structure con 

tained in the circle designated by the numeral 12a of 
FIG. 4. . » ' ' 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENT 

In FIG. 1 there is disclosed a pictorial of the contain 
ers 10 involved inthe present invention and mounted 
upon a conventional railway ?at car 12. As noticed 
from FIG. 1, there are four containers mounted on the 
deck of the flat car 12 and arranged with the end con 
tainers having heir open ends towards the two centrally 



3 
mounted containers thereby providing a completely en 
closed automobile transporting unit. Each container 
includes four restraining corner brackets 14 which are 
conveniently positioned along the sides and at the ends 
of the ?at car 12 to thereby provide a means for recei 
vin and restraining the containers on' the deck of the 
?at car 12. Each container 10 is semi-enclosed struc 
ture comprising a single end wall 16 including wall 
sheets 17, a pair of verticallyextending side wall units 
18 having side wall‘ sheets 19, and a roof unit 20 placed 
atop the end wall 16 and the spaced side wall units 18. 
Each container 10 also includes an open end through 
which the automobiles may be conveniently unloaded 
and loaded. Automobiles may be loaded into the con 
tainers at trackside or a location other than on the vehi 
cle followed by lifting the loaded container with the au 
tomobiles onto the deck of the ?at car 12. The contain 
ers 10 may be loaded by means of an overhead crane 
which may engage the lifting blocks 22 or the underside 
of the reinforcing side rail 24 which extends along each 
side wall unit 18. The roof unit 20 has a tapered side , 
portion on each side thereof which extends diagonally 
from the top of the side wall unit 18 thereby conform 
ing with AAR clearance diagrams. . 
The-construction of each ‘container 10 includes a 

skeletonized soft frame assembly which includes corner 
posts 26 and 29 and‘two intermediate'vertically extend 
ing wall posts 27 and 28. 
‘Extending transversely of the vehicle and'intercon 

necting the associated pairs of .both corner posts 26 and 
wall posts 27 and 28 is a bar unit designated generally 
by the numeral 30 and which includes a horizontally 
extending centrally disposed shear stiffener divider 
portion 30a which is structurally interconnected with 
the diagonally extending cantilever beam portion 30b 
which extends diagonally from the associated wall post 
member. The splice plates 32 are fitted about the un~ 
derside of the cantilever beam portion 30b and insure 
a continuing and structurally sound connection be 
tween the cantilever beam portion 30b and the asso 
ciated wall posts. The forward vertical wall posts 28 are 
interconnected by a transversely extending channel 
member 34 which includes a lower reinforcing ?ange 
36 which ties the end portions of the channel 34 into 
the associated side wall post 28. 
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portion 46. Overlapping this connecting flange portion 
46 is a central or drip sheet portion 48 which extends 
across the width of each tier of the container to inter 
connect with the associated connecting ?ange of the 
oppositely spaced trough sheet 43. At the point where 
each of the trough sheets is cut out or recessed to fit 
around ‘the associated wall posts, splicer plates such as 
those indicated by the numeral 49 on the upper and in 
termediate levels, and splice plates designated by the 
numeral 49a on the lower tier, have been utilized.v 
With reference once again to FIG. 11, it is noticed 

that a Z-shaped mounting angle 50 is positioned at the 
junction of the connecting flange 46 and the associated 
diagonally extending trough sheet portion 45. This 
mounting angle 50 provides an attaching surface for 
the locking and guide rail 51 which is ?xedly attached 

' thereto. As noticed in FIG. 3, there are three such 
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At the junction of the intermediate and upper tiers ' 
with the associated side wall unit 18 and triangular re 
inforcing structure as previously mentioned is formed 
with the cantilever beam'portion 30b along with the re 
inforcing gusset triangle 40 which is positioned beneath 
and in a supportive relationship with the wheel troughs 
42 which include horizontally and laterally extending 
trough sheets 43. The trough sheet 43 combines with 
the side wall post and the side wall sheet along with the 
cantilever beam portion 30b to thereby form a reinforc 
ing triangle which provides vertical support to the auto 
mobile when loaded into the container 10. The side 
margins of the trough sheets 43 include the depending 
connecting ?ange portion 44 which forms a unitary 
shear transferring connection between the horizontally 
extending trough sheet and the associated vertically ex 
tending wall sheet portions. ' 
As noticed from FIG. 11, the trough sheet 43 in 

cludes an inwardly and upwardly extending diagonal 
portion 45 which is positioned to run along the cantile 
ver beam plate portion 30b and then horizontally for a 
short distance to terminate with a connecting'?ange 
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guide rails positioned at the open end of each container 
and adapted to engage locking blocks fixed to the un 
derside of an automobile for restraining the automobile 
during transport. In addition to the two side rails‘ 51 
there is also a centrally disposed channel shaped guide 
rail 52. The forward portion of the centrally disposed 
guide rail 52 near the-closed end of the container is 
comprised of a pair'of spaced guide strip bars which 
form an extension of the guide rail 52 and which extend 
to the end wall 17 where the guide strips 53 terminate 
with an attaching clevis 53a which ties the guide strip 
to the end wall 17. ' , ’ 

Thus far, the structure disclosed has provided a skel 
etonized or soft frame unit for an automobile carrying 
container which includes the triangular reinforcing 
members positioned at the side wall posts and which 
will provide enough vertical support to support an au 
tomobile even in the absence of- the transversely ex 
tending connecting plate portions 30a which intercon 
nect the spaced reinforcing triangles. If the container 
were merely to undergo vertical loading there would be 
no need for the interconnecting structure which ex 
tends from each of the reinforcing triangles 30 across 
the width of the container. It is during transport when 
rocking of the railway vehicle occurs that a torsional 
load is applied to the container thereby giving rise to 
the need for additional structural members to be used 
in resisting this torsional loading. The structure pro 
vided in this invention essentially de?nes a reinforced 
torsion tube capable of supporting heavy loads inter 
nally thereof an yet having honeycombed structure 
which will also resist torsional loading applied to the 
container. The torsional load is distributed through the 
side wall sheets 19 and the sheets 43 of each trough up 
and into the transversely extending reinforcing drip 
sheets 48 which extend the length of the vehicle and in 
terconnect the spacedreinforcing triangles 30. Asso 
ciated with the drip sheets 48 are the shear stiffener 
plates 30a which divide the large drip sheets 48 into 
smaller reinforced sheet units capable of withstanding 
higher torsional loading, that is, higher shear loading. 
The soft skeletonized frame provided by the wall posts 
and corner posts along with their associated car sup 
porting structure permits a limited container de?ection 
during torsional loading thereby allowing the torsion 
tube sheet members to absorb and dissipate this tor 
sional loading. 
The lower level or lower tier, as it is generally re 

ferred to, does not utilize the Z-shaped mounting angle 
50 which is present in the middle and upper levels, but 
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insteadwuses a hat-shaped channel vmember 54 which is 
formed integrally with the outer trough sheets 62 and 
extend the length of the container thereby providing 
both a convenient mounting surface for the guide rail 
posts 51 and 52, but also supplying a reinforcing chan 

‘ nel strengthening the bottom floor portion of the lower 
' level. As noticed from FIG. 5a, the ?oor of the bottom 
tier is comprised of three separate sheet sections in 
cluding a pair of outer ‘?oor trough sheets 62 spaced 
about and interconnected with a centrally disposed 
?oor sheet member 55. Formed integrally with the 
outer sheet 62 is the hat-shaped mounting section 54. 
Positioned transversely outwardly of the hat-shaped 
mounting section 54 is anupturned ?ange 54a which 
is formed in such a manner as to be seated atop the 
lower portion of the side rail bracket 68 and extends to 
the vertical portion of the side rail and continues up 
wardly along the side railfor a short distance to provide 
for an efficient and reliable interconnection with the 
side rail bracket 68. In the construction shownin FIG. 
5a the outer ?oor trough sheets 62- are riveted to the 
sides of the container; however, it is also contemplated 
that welded connection may also be utilized. _ 
As noticed in FIG. 5a, corner posts 26 as well as the 

vertical‘wall posts 27 and 28 have their lower ?ange 
portions cut off to permit the wall posts to ?t snugly 
about the contour of the guide rail bracket 68. This 
connection provides a ?at surface for more easily 
mounting the outside wall sheets. . 
The ?oor unit of the bottom tier is a generally hori 

zontal unit extending between'the open end of the con 
tainer and the ?rst wall post 27. As noticed in FIG. 5a, 
the portion of the floor unit rearward of the wall post 
27 and extending to the enclosed end of the container 
has an upward incline. A ?ller plate 69 is positioned 
atop the vertical portion of the side rail 68 in the area 
adjacent the vertical wall post 28 and ?lls in what 
would otherwise be an open space between the up 
turned ?ange 54a of the outer ?oor sheet 62 and the 
adjacent side wall sheet 19. Additionally stabilizing an 
gles 71 may extend upwardly from the associated cor 
ner plate 71a which is designed to transfer and dissipate 
longitudinal force concentrations at the lower corner of 
the open end effectively into the side wall units. Addi 
tionally, thresholds or scuff plates 70 extend trans 
versely beneath the bottom tier ?oor sheets 55 and Y62 
to thereby interconnect the transversely spaced asso 
ciatedvwall posts and corner posts. ln the area of the 
wall posts 28 a transversely extending channel beam 72 
extends across the container to interconnect the asso 
ciated spaced wall post 280 and also to provide vertical 
support to the floor sheets in the area in which they are 
raised above the angle bracket 68. This inclined por 
tion of the lower ?oor unit is provided to allow clear 
ance between the bottom of the container and a hy 
draulic cushion or draft gear pocket which oftentimes 
extends above the level of a low deck ?at car and would 
otherwise interfere with a container having a continu 
ous horizontal bottom ?oor unit. 
Likewise the structure of the upper portion of the 

container where the roof unit 20 joins with the asso 
ciated end wall 16 and side wall unit 18 includes a rein 
forcing and connecting ?ange provided to the roof unit 
20 and designated by the numeral 56 and disposed in 
such a manner as to overlap and be easily connected 
with the top side rail 58. A connecting angle or clip 60 
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is also utilized to join the roof unit 20 with the asso 
ciated side wall units 18 at the open end. 
Thus it is noticed that with the structural elements 

provided, the-container 10 includes a pair of individual 
torsion tubes which surround both the lower and the 1 
middle levels as well as a third torsion tube which sur 
rounds both the lower and middle levels and thereby 
encircles the‘ previously mentioned pairv of individual 
torsion tubes. The torsion tubes are formed by the con 
tinuous sheet assembly provided by the central‘ drip 
sheet 48 and trough sheet 43 of the upper level in com 
bination withthe associated drip sheet 48 and trough 
sheet 43 of the middle level along with the intercon 
necting side wall sheets 19. By providing each trough 
sheet 43 with depending connecting ?anges 44 to form 
a connection with the side wall sheet 19, lateral forces 
which are encountered during transport of the large 
bulky containers are efficiently resisted by this continu 
ous sheet arrangement which has force characteristics 
to resist the torsional forces resulting from lateral 
forces in such a manner as would be done by any hol 
low tube member in resisting torsional loading. 
A second torsion tube surrounds the lower level and 

is de?ned by the drip sheet 48 and trough sheet 43 of 
the , middle level in combination with the vertically 
spaced lower level outer floor trough sheets 62 andthe 
central sheet portion 55 which are interconnected with 
the associated side wall sheets 19 to thereby form a sec 
ond torsion tube surrounding the vehicle of the lower 
level. Thus by providing a pair of adjacent torsion tubes 
a honeycomb structure is present which has inherent 
rigidity'and the lower two levels because of the at 
tached torsion tube con?guration sufficiently rigidify 
the upper level so as to permit the roof unit 20 to be po 
sitioned atop of the container without the use of heavy 
gusset beam and side plate members. . 
A third torsion ube is present and de?ned by the cen 

tral sheet portion 48 of the upper level and the asso 
ciated trough sheets 43 in combination with the ?oor 
sheets of the lower tier and with the side wall sheets 
which connect both the bottom and the upper tiers. In 
effect, this is essentially a large torsion tube having a 
longitudinally extendingv stiffening unit which is the in 
termediate ?oor sheet structure, extending the length 
thereof. 
Thus, the container provides a torsion tube having a 

closed end and a spaced open end and rigidi?ed by lon 
gitudinally extending ?oor stiffener sheets in such a 
manner as to, dissipate and resist shear loading caused 
by lateral forces which produce torsional loading on 
the container. By providing the soft frame which in ef 
fect is designed to eliminate heavytransversely extend- ' 
ing members which would stiffen the frame thereby giv 
ing rise to points of high stress concentration, the appli 
cant has provided what is called a soft frame designed 
to primarily resist the vertical load of the automobiles 
and also provided a torsion tube sheet structure which 
has the primary function of resisting torsional loading 
on the container. . 

The foreging description and drawings merely ex 
plain and illustrate the invention and the invention is 
not limited thereto, except insofar as the appended 
claims are so limited, as those skilled in the art who 
have the disclosure before them will be able to make 
modi?cations and variations therein without departing 

' from the scope of the invention. 
What is claimed is: 
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l. A container for transporting automobiles and in 
cluding upper, lower and intermediate tiers,'and having 
a roof unit positioned atop spaced side wall units ‘and 

. atop a side wall connecting end wall unit, said con 
tainer having a skeletonized frame attached to a torsion 
tube structure comprising wall sheets and intercon 
nected floor sheets, the improvement comprising: 

vertically extending post means including both cor 
ner posts and wall posts and having portions ex 
tending from lower bottom side rails to upper side 
rails; ' 

said wall sheets having portions attached to said post 
means to form a smooth container exterior; 

reinforced cantilever beam portions each positioned 
to support vautomobiles on said intermediate and 
upper tiers and having diagonal portions extending 
transversely inwardly and upwardly of said con 
tainer from an associated post means; > . 

shear stiffener means extending transversely of said 
container and connecting the associated reinforced 
cantilever beam portions; 

?oor sheet means positioned'atop said shear stiffener 
means and including both a central sheet portion 
contiguous with the shear stiffener means and a 
trough sheet portion extending horizontally above 
said reinforced cantilever beam‘portion and having 
a cutout portion attached to the associated post 
means and having depending ?ange portions at 
tached to the adjacent side wall sheet, and further, 
said trough sheet portion combining with said can 
tilever beam portion and with-the adjacent post 
means to form an automobile support triangle; 

said lower tier having atransversely extending ?oor 
sheet including attaching flanges providing a con 
nection with said side wall sheets of each side wall 
unit thereby combining with the floor sheet means 
and said side wall sheets to form said torsion tube 
structure. 

2. The invention according to claim 1, and: 
said post means comprising a pair of comer posts 
spaced about the open end of said container and 
two intermediate wall posts, and further, end cor 
ner post means at the junction of the end wall unit 
and each side wall; ' 

said cantilever beam portions and the associated sup 
port trangle depending from each of said corner 
posts adjacent the open end and also depending 
from one of said pairs of intermediate wall posts; 

reinforcing means attached within said automobile 
support triangles. ‘ V 

3. The invention according to claim 1, and: 
said lower tier including transversely extending rein 

forcing means; . ' 

?oor sheetmembers disposed atop said reinforcing 
means and including formed trough sheet portions 
having wall connecting portions andhaving inte 
grally formed guide support portions and having 
attaching flange portions; _ 

said ?oor sheet members also including a centrally 
located sheet means having portions overlapping 
and joined with the attaching flange portions of 
said trough sheet portions. 

4. The invention according to claim 1, and; 
beam splice plates attached to said diagonally ex 
tending cantilever beam portions and having leg 
portions fitted about the associatedpost means and 
fixedly attached thereto; 
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8 
?oor sheet splice plates attached to-said trough sheet 

portions and having post engaging portions to 
?rmly attach the adjacent trough sheet portions to 
the associated post means. 

5. The invention according to claim 1, and: 
said trough sheet portion including a horizontally ex- , 
tending wheel support portion and also including 
an angled portion abutting and extending adjacent 
a portion of an associated cantilever beam portion; 

an attaching sheet portion extending horizontally 
from said angled portion of the trough sheet and 
overlapping a portion of the central sheet portion. 

6. The invention according to claim 3, and: 
automobile hold down and guide means being 
mounted on each tier and including a center guide 
rail being attached to the central sheet- portion of 
the intermediate and upper tiers and being at 
tached to the centrally located sheet means of the 
lower tier; _ - 

said hold down and guide means also including side 
guide rails mounted adjacent the formed trough 

. sheet portions of the lower level and adjacent the 
trough sheet portions of both theintermediate and 
upper levels, , 

7. The invention according to claim 3, and: 
transversely extending reinforcing scuff plates at 
tached to the underside of said floor sheet means 
and said ?oor sheet means of the lower tier having 
an end section adjacent the open end of the con-, 
tainer and having an interior portion sloping up 
ward from the end section inwardly of the con 
tainer to said end wall unit to thereby provide an 
automobile supporting surface at an elevation 
above said lowerrail members. 

8. A container for transporting automobiles and in 
cluding a plurality of tiers including a lower tier and 
upper tier means adapted to receive said automobile, 
the improvement comprising; 

a skeletal framing structure of wall post means having 
members with hat-shaped portions and being 
spaced about said container, and said post means 
having. lower portions interconnected‘ by trans 
versely extending connecting members and asso 
ciated pairs of said post means also having portions 
being interconnected by transversely extending 
shear‘ stiffener members; .. 

said post means having upper portions and having 
longitudinally extending top rail attached to said 
upper portion, and further, a bottom rail attached 
to the .lower portions of said post means; 

continuous wall sheet members having portions at~ 
tached to said post means to both the top rail and 
the bottom'rail; 

said lower tier including continuous floor sheet 
means extending across the container and joining 
portions of the spaced bottom rails, and said upper 
tier means including floor support sheet means 
having central portions positioned atop the trans 
versely extending shear stiffener members; 

said floor sheet means of the lower tier having side 
margins including upwardly extending connecting 
?ange means joined to the spaced bottom rails and 
including sheet cutout portions adapted to receive 
said post means; ‘ 
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'said ?oor support sheet means of the upper tier 
means also having side portions and including cut 
outs to receive the associated wall post means and 
having downwardly depending connecting flanges‘ 
integrally attached to the adjacent side wall sheet 

. member to thereby combine with said wall sheet 
members and with the ?oor sheet means of the 
lower tier to form a continuous torsion tube sheet 
unit attached to said skeletal framing structure and 
encircling said plurality of automobilecarrying tier 
means. _ 

9. The invention according to claim 8, and: 
said ?oor sheet means of the lower tier including a 

horizontally extending portion and including a 
sloped portion extending longitudinally of the con 
tainer from said horizontally extending portion 
thereby providing a lower tier having ?oor sheet 
means with portions spaced above the associated 
bottom rail, and further, said portions spaced 
above the bottom rail having wall sheet connecting 
?anges attached directly to said wall sheet mem 
bers. 

10. The invention according to claim 8, and: 
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10 
said ?oor support sheet means of the upper tier 
means including a central sheet portion and includ 
ing wheel trough sheet portions positioned in a hor 
izon'tal plane below said central sheet portion, and 
said central sheet portion and the wheel trough 
sheet portion including overlapping sides; 

a longitudinally extending connecting angle mounted 
atop the overlapping sides of the central sheet por 
tion and the wheel trough sheet portion. 

11. The invention according to claim 10, and: 
floor splice plates attached to said wheel trough sheet 
portions and having receiving portions adapted to 
engage portions of the associated wall post means; 

downwardly and outwardly extending diagonal truss 
beam portions disposed below said wheel trough 
sheet portions and thereby forming a triangle sup 
port structure with the associated portion of the ad 
jacent wall post means and with said wheel trough 
portion; ' 

reinforcing gusset plates positioned within said trian 
gle support structure. 

* * * * =l= 


